The Driving of Germany from the Pacific

Vast and Fascinating Region of the World From Which the Kaiser's Rule Has Been Shut Out. Present Situation in the Always Romantic South Sea

The Hawaiian Dance That Has Been Widely Popularized.

A Belle of Tonga in Festive Garb.

NURSE EDITH E. LANYON WRITES BREEZILY FROM "OVER THERE"

From "Somewhere in the British Isles" Oregon Girl Sends Piquant Description of Her Experiences in War Work and New Surroundings

THE Pacific Ocean after the war will become a great field of commerce.

The Kaiser's most important achievements in the face of the world was his conquest of a large portion of the South Sea Islands, sought after by Great Britain and France. It was from this region, almost entirely unexplored, that the Kaiser aimed to take power by force. But the German fleet, which was supposed to be the most powerful in the world, proved to be a disappointment to the Kaiser.

The Kaiser's plans for the South Sea Islands were to establish a German colony, and he considered himself the master of the region. However, the war brought about a change, and the Kaiser's rule was abolished. The islands were returned to their former owners, and the German empire was brought to an end.

The Kaiser's dream of a German empire in the South Sea Islands was dashed by the war. The islands were returned to their former owners, and the German empire was brought to an end. The Kaiser's rule was abolished, and the islands were returned to their former owners. The German empire was brought to an end.